CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning.
ITMinds to facilitate PQAMCL, PQFTL on back office services

KARACHI: ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into an outsourcing arrangement with Pak-Qure Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) and Pak-Qure Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL and PQFTL.

The agreements were signed by Farhan Shaikat, CEO-PQAMCL, Ahsan Qureshi, CHO-PQFTL, with Iqkleem-uz-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Badaruddin Akber, Director-ITMinds and CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relaying them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolios, unit management related activities, funds NAV calculations, compliance reporting, information security, business continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Farhan Shaikat, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Badaruddin Akber, Director-ITMinds and CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success whilst achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes.

Iqkleem-uz-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has eight active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony Wasqas Asif, CFO-ITMinds and other senior members of the companies were also present.

PR
CDC ITMinds, Pak Qatar sign agreement for back office service provision

ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (POQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (POFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to POQAMCL & POFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaukat, CEO-POQAMCL, Mr. Ahsan Qureshi CPO-POFTL with Mr. Iqleem-uz-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Badriuddin Akbar Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL. Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate POQAMCL and POFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services.


Commenting on this occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaukat, CEO-POQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable POQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a professional fund administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Badriuddin Akbar, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back-office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management.
اردو نسخہ (4) 7 جولائی 2022

ئے اوہاٰ کا نئے ہور کے لئے آئے

تعمیرات اور سہولت کا ایک سامانہ

کیسے ہوئ؟ بنیادی طور پر ایک سعيہ کالے روحانی کارکردگی ہے اور ایک اس کالے پر بنا رہا ہے۔ یہ کام کیے جا رہے ہیں اور ایک اس کالے سے پہلے بھی کام کیے جا رہے ہیں۔ لیکن ایسے کام کیے جا رہے ہیں اور ایک اس کالے سے پہلے بھی کام کیے جا رہے ہیں۔

(تصویر)

ئے اوہاٰ کا نئے ہور کے لئے اضافہ کے لئے سمجھوتہ ہے۔
آئی آئی میں چکر چلاتے ہیں سیر، جسے کہا جاتا ہے پرپیکی کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم (پرپیکی کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم)

کوئی (سیر) کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کے کام میں شامل نہیں ہیں، لیکن ان کے مسیر مارنے کے کام کے کام میں شامل ہیں۔

سیر میں کوئی چکر چلاتا ہے کہ سیر کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم (سیر کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم)

سیر میں کوئی چکر چلاتا ہے کہ سیر کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم (سیر کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم)

سیر میں کوئی چکر چلاتا ہے کہ سیر کے سمت جا کے مسیر مارنے کا کامہاتم
 fazal hoq
تم کرایر سے ماہینہ جوہر

- کرایر (کوئی بھاری) جانور لانے لگا ہے۔
- کرایر کی میٹنی ہمیشہ ایک ہدیہ ہے۔
- ایک کرایر کی مقدار میں انسان کو انتہائی خوبصورتی اور سلامتی کی رہائش پہچانی ہے۔

واپس کرایر کی کال اور جریانات کو تحقیق کیا جا رہا ہے۔

- کرایر کی کال کے انتظامات پر تحقیق کے کافی مزید تحقیق کی رہی ہے۔
- یہ کپڑے، موبائل، کامپیوٹر یا اس کے ایک شکل کے حعلے کا رنگ کرایر کی کال سے کھلا ہوا ہے۔
- تحقیقی پروپزنس میں اپنی اہمیت کا سبب ہے۔
وزارت مالي کراچي (2) 7 جون 2022ء

وزارت مالي کراچی کو نئے عہدے کیلئے کیمپیوڈ میں واقع ہوئے ہیں جہاں پر وہ کاروباری امور کا انعقاد کررہے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کی تقرری کے تحت قانونی اور اداری امور کا تعلق داخلہ کررہے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے اہم مقام پر موجود اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔

وزارت مالي کراچی کے سفر کے لیے متعدد اہم امور کو باہر آئے ہیں۔
چپ کیا خیسی ہے، آس کے خصوصیات خطرات کے ساتھ ہے کیونکہ پاکستان بانے والوں کے ہمراہ عالمی اور پاک فن کے طور پر کام کرتے ہیں۔ یہ ایک اچھا پروگرام ہے جو عالمی ہندوستان کی یہ کمیونیکیشن کو ایک بہتری کے لئے مناسب پس منظر کیے جاتے ہیں۔

کاتھ میں اپنا خیال ہے کہ یہ تجربوں کے ذریعے اور پاکستان کے ساتھ ہمارے کام کی ایک بہتری کے لئے ایک بہترین سیاسی سطح پر پہچایا جا سکتا ہے۔

عمران خان، وزیر اعظم پاکستان

ہمارہ یہ کام کی ایک بہتری کے لئے اپنی زیرِ سطح کی انتظامات کو مزید اہمیت دینے کے لئے بھی پڑھاتے ہیں۔
فیل فیل کیسٹر یا پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتا ہے۔

فرجان مشبوہ - حسن رضوی اور قمم اسلام خان نے معاہدے پر پھر چ接纳 کے

کریئ (کالونز، پور،) جینولی، فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔ فیل کی پک فشردہ پر کتنے مضامین رکھتے ہیں۔
آئی در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند. بهمنی کافری‌فیلمی. کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند. همچنین کافری‌فیلمی کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند.

فری یک مسئول تاریکی‌الله، و سیاست‌نخورده از مسئولین کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند. همچنین کافری‌فیلمی کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند.

کافری‌فیلمی کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند. همچنین کافری‌فیلمی کافری‌فیلمی، مسئول کمیته ای در منطقه کاپ قطاری‌سبز می‌بیند.
شکریہ ہے، شکریہ ہے، شکریہ ہے۔
CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning.

Karachi: 6th June 2022: IT Minds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMC) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMC, & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaikh, CEO-PQAMC, Mr. Afzal Qureshi CEO-PQFTL, with Mr. Shakeel Awan Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Badaruddin Akbar Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDC.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMC, and PQFTL, in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of portfolios, Risk management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Certification for Compliance, Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity, and IT managed.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaikh, CEO-PQAMC, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMC to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Shaheer Awan Director, ITMinds & CDC, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this task to enable APML and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability, and transparency of processes.

Mr. Shakeel Awan Khan CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 9 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO service, with more clients also in the pipeline. At the ceremony, Mr. Waqar Azhar, CFO-ITMinds and other senior members of the Companies were also present.
Web Link: https://propakistani.pk/2022/06/06/cdcs-subsidiary-to-provide-back-office-services-to-pak-qatar-group/

CDC's Subsidiary to Provide Back Office Services to Pak Qatar Group

By: Nadeem Khan

Published: June 6, 2022 9:31 am
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(Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDC) has entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAML) and Pak Qatar Family Taurus Limited (PQFL), to provide them with back office services.

The agreement was signed by CFO, PQAML, Ahsan Khan, CFO, PQFL, Asif Ahmed, and CEO, CDC, Muhammad Farooq, in the presence of Honorable Minister, Ministry of Finance, Muhammad Ashraf, and other senior members of the company, who were also in attendance.

The arrangement will allow CDC to facilitate PQAML and PQFL in outsourcing their back office activities such as managing, monitoring, and accounting for various assets, providing back office solutions like accounting services, the creation of portfolios, and managing risk in the company. The services being provided are fund NAV calculations, fund administration, client information, security, the back office, and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, CFO, PQAML, Ahsan Khan, said that the arrangement will enable PQAML to concentrate on its core business of managing investment funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator.

Director, CDC, and CEO, CDC, Farooq, on the occasion, highlighted the benefits of outsourcing back office functions to a competent and reliable partner, which will enable the company to focus on its core business while achieving efficiency, scalability, and transparency of processes.

CEO, CDC, Muhammad Farooq, highlighted that CDC's role in this arrangement is to provide a platform for clients to leverage economies of scale with CDC's in-house services and to help achieve greater efficiency and cost savings.
Web Link: https://theazb.com/cdc-itminds-signs-an-agreement-with-pqamcl-pqftl-for-back-office-service-provisioning/

Karachi, 8th June 2022: ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shakhat CEO- PQAMCL, Mr. Ahsan Qureshi CFO- PQFTL with Mr. Iqeer-ul-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Badiuddin Akber Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of portfolios, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Facilitation for Compliance/ Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shakhat, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Badiuddin Akber, Director & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes. Mr. Iqeer-ul-Zaman Khan CEO highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds-BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony Mr. Waqar Ashraf, CFO- ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
CDC ITMinds Signs Agreement With PQAMC, PQFTFTL For Back Service Provisioning

KARACHI, (APP - UrduPoint / Pakistan Point News - 6th Jun, 2022) ITMinds Limited, a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited, has entered outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for provision of back office accounting services.

The agreements were signed by CEO, PQAMCL, Farhan Shaukat, CEO, ITMinds Iqleem-U-Zaman Khan in the presence of Badiuddin Akber Director-ITMinds and CEO-CDCPL, said release on Monday.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFT in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors' money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolios, unit management related activities, funds NAV calculation, facilitation for compliance/reporting, information security, business continuity and IT arrangements.

Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL said that this arrangement would enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors' funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a professional fund administrator.

Badiuddin Akber, Director ITMinds and CEO-CDCPL said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities had proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today's business world. Iqleem-U-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds had 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients were also in the pipeline.
Techmology Plus

ITMinds signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company and Qatar Family Takaful

Press Release - 23 hours ago Last Updated: April 6, 2022

Karachi: ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Fazlur Rehman CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Almash Qureshi CFO-PQFTL with Mr. Ismail uz Zaman Khan CEO ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Bashiruddin Akber Director ITMinds & CEO CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolios, unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, facilitation for Compliance Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Fazlur Rehman, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Bashiruddin Akber, Director ITMinds & CEO CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, profitability & transparency of processes. Mr. Ismail uz Zaman Khan CEO ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony Mr. Waqar Ashraf, CFO-ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
Karachi: ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCC), has entered into an outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide back office accounting services to PQAMCL and PQFTL.

The arrangement was signed by Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL, Aliyu Qurashi, CEO-PQFTL, with Iqbal Azam Khan, CEO-ITMinds, in the presence of Sardar Ali, Director ITMinds and CEO-CDCC.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e., managing investors' money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, statement of portfolio, unit management, mutual activities, fund NAV calculation, facilitation for compliance reporting, information security, business continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors' funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Sardar Ali, Director ITMinds, & CEO-CDCC, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today's business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMC and other organisations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability and transparency of processes.

Iqbal Azam Khan, CEO ITMinds highlighted that as of May 31, 2022, ITMinds has eight active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline.

At the ceremony Waqas Ashraf, CFO ITMinds and other senior members of the companies were also present.
CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with PQAMCL and PQFTL

ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaukat CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Ahsan Qureshi CTO-PQFTL with Mr. Iqbal-ur-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Saduddin Abazi, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e., managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of purchases, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, ‘facilitation for Compliance’ Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Saduddin Abazi, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes. Mr. Iqbal-ur-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony, Mr. Waqas Ashraf, CTO-ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Sheikh, CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Ahsan Qureshi, CFO-PQFTL with Mr. Iqleem-uz-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Badiuddin Akber, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of portfolios, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Facilitation for Compliance Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Sheikh, CEO-PQAMCL said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator.

Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Badiuddin Akber, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes.

Mr. Iqleem-uz-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony, Mr. Waqas Ashraf, CFO - ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.

An agreement has been signed between CDC ITMinds Limited with Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited and Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited for Back Office service provisioning

ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCP), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL.

The agreement was signed by Mr. Fazal Khan, CEO-SQAMCL, Mr. Akram Qureshi, CFO-PQFTL with Mr. Ijaz-Ur-Rehman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Rehmat Ali, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCP.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e., managing investment matters and savings, by reducing them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of portfolio, Units management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Calculation for Compliance- Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT management.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Fazal Khan, CEO-SQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing its investor’s funds while ensuring the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator.

Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Rehmat Ali, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCP, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with the same to enable AQCL and other organizations to concentrate their back office functions to a competent and reliable EPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, reliability & transparency of processes. Mr. Ijaz-Ur-Rehman Khan CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022.

ITMinds has 3 active clients leveraging services of theirs with ITMinds EPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony, Mr. Shajid Akbar, CFO-ITMinds and other senior members of the Company were also present.
CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning

Keen to ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaqeel CEO-ITMinds, Mr. Amin Qureshi CFO-PQAMCL and Mr. Saeed-ul-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Badaruddin Ali Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and earnings, by releasing them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Settlement of portfolio, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Facilitation for Compliance-Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaqeel, CEO-ITMinds, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Badaruddin Ali, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable PQAMCL and other organizations to sub-class their back office functions to competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus on their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of operations. Mr. Saeed-ul-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May, 2022, ITMinds has 3 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, with more clients also in the pipeline at the company.

Ahmad, CFO-ITMinds and others senior members of the Company were also present.

CDC ITminds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning

Through this arrangement, ITminds will facilitate PakQAAMC and PQT to concentrate on their core business activities, i.e., managing their investment funds and savings, by relieving them from various non-core, non-strategic (back office) functions like accounting, reconciliation, administration, risk management, and management services. FundNAV, accounting, Compliance, Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Arifur Rehman Choudhry, CEO-PQAMC, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMC to concentrate on its core business of managing investment funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a professional and reliable provider. He further stated, “We are very much convinced that this arrangement will help us to be more focused on our core business and will help us to offer better services to our clients.”

Mr. Iftikhar Ahmed, Managing Director of CDC ITminds, said that the decision to outsource non-core business functions has resulted in more efficient and cost-effective service delivery. He added, “We are confident that this arrangement will enhance the overall efficiency of our operations and will enable us to focus on our core business.”

The ceremony was attended by the senior management of both companies, along with representatives of their respective clients. The officials expressed their satisfaction with the arrangement and highlighted the benefits it will bring to both companies and their clients.

CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning

ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaukat CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Ahsan Qureshi CTO-PQAMCL with Mr. Ijtema-Ul-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Sadiaq Ali Director-ITMinds & CEO- CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolios, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Facilitation for Compliance Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion Mr. Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion Mr. Sadiaq Ali, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMCs and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes. Mr. Ijtema-Ul-Zaman Khan, CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients, servicing economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony Mr. Waqas Asif, CTO-ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
CDC ITMinds Signs An Agreement With Pak Qatar (AMC & Family Takaful)

KARACHI, June 6, 2022: ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to SQAMCL & PQFTL.

The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaikot, CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Ainsan Qureshi, CFO-PQAMCL, with Mr. Iqbalul-Azeem Khan, CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Sadullah Ali, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors' money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolio, fund management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, facilitation for Compliances/ Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaikot, CEO-PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors' funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a professional fund administrator.

Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Sadullah Ali, Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today's business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMC and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes.

Mr. Iqbalul-Azeem Khan, CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. All the commentary Mr. Iqbalul-Azeem, CEO-ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar

Karachi (Muhammad Yaseer) ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQF TL) to provide Back Office Accounting Services to PQAMCL & PQFTL. The agreements were signed by Mr. Farhan Shaukat CEO-PQAMCL, Mr. Aman Qureshi CFO-PQFTL with Mr. Ijaz-uz-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds in the presence of Mr. Baduddin Akber Director-ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL.

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e. managing investors’ money and savings, by relieving them from various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, settlement of portfolios, Unit management related activities, Funds NAV calculation, Facilitation for Compliance/ Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Farhan Shaukat, CEO-PQAMCL said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investors’ funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a Professional Fund Administrator. Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Baduddin Akber, Director ITMinds & CEO-CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world. Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with this aim to enable AMC and other organizations to outsource their back office functions to a competent and reliable BPO partner, thus facilitating them to augment the focus of their management on the core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability & transparency of processes. Mr. Ijaz-uz-Zaman Khan CEO-ITMinds highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 8 active clients leveraging economies of scale with ITMinds BPO services, while more clients are also in the pipeline. At the ceremony Mr. Waqas Ashraf, CFO- ITMinds and others senior members of the Companies were also present.
CDC ITMinds Limited signs an agreement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited and Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited for Back Office service provisioning

ITMinds Limited (ITMinds), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Central Depository Company of Pakistan Limited (CDCPL), has entered into an outsourcing arrangement with Pak Qatar Asset Management Company Limited (PQAMCL) & Pak Qatar Family Takaful Limited (PQFTL) to provide back office accounting services to PQAMCL & PQFTL.

The agreement was signed by Mr. Asif Ali Zaidi (CEO, PQAMCL), Mr. Arif Qureshi (CEO, PQFTL) and Mr. Vehicle (CEO, ITMinds) in the presence of Mr. Ghulam Ali (Director, ITMinds & CEO, CDCPL).

Through this arrangement, ITMinds will facilitate PQAMCL and PQFTL in concentrating on their core business activities, i.e., managing investment money, and conserve resources by managing their various non-core critical back office functions like accounting services, Delivery of portfolios, Legal management-related activities, Funds NAV maintenance, Investment for Compliance/Reporting, Information Security, Business Continuity and IT arrangements.

Commenting on the occasion, Mr. Asif Ali Zaidi, CEO, PQAMCL, said that this arrangement will enable PQAMCL to concentrate on its core business of managing investment funds while outsourcing the back office functions to a professional back office administrator.

Also commenting on the occasion, Mr. Ghulam Ali, Director ITMinds & CEO, CDCPL, said that the concept of outsourcing non-core critical business activities has proved to be efficient and cost-effective in today’s business world.

Hence, we have commissioned ITMinds with the same to enable PQAMCL and other organizations to harness their back office function to a competent and reliable partner, thus enabling them to focus on their core business which is more integral to their commercial success while achieving efficiency, scalability and transparency of processes.

Mr. Asif Ali Zaidi, CEO, ITMinds, highlighted that as of 31st May 2022, ITMinds has 22 active clients leveraging resources of over 16k FTE across diverse service lines along with clients from across the pipeline.

At the ceremony, Mr. Waqas Arshad, CFO, ITMinds, and other senior members of the company were also present.
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